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Outline  
o Symmetries : C, P, CP, T and CPT 

o Flavour Mixing  

o SM CP violation : KM Mechanism    

o Heavy Flavour and CP violation  

o Needs for NP !! 







Parity conservation in QED and QCD  





Parity changes LH to RH 
 



Parity violation: τ – θ puzzle  

The downfall of parity began in 1950’s 

 Two identical particles τ and θ 

                  same mass, spin , charge etc…  

                                > The products in the two reactions  

                                        have opposite parity !!  

 Lee and Yang proposed that parity may not be conserved 
in weak interactions !! 

                  

Hard to believe at that point of time , 
further  experimental evidences !!  



Parity violation in β-decay 

Some nuclei have non-zero spin and can be polarized by placing in a magnetic  field 

Beta decay of a nucleus can be used as a test of parity conservation when the 
    magnetic moment of the nucleus is polarized in the z-direction. 

Pairs of left handed 
electrons and right 
handed anti-neutrinos  
are emitted !!  
No left handed anti-
neutrinos !!  



C-violation in weak interactions !! 



CP conservation !! 

• CP is a discrete symmetry of nature given by the product of two components: 
charge conjugation (C) and parity (P). 

• Therefore, when we apply a CP transformation to an electron moving with a 
velocity  v  we will obtain a positron moving with a velocity –v . This means that 
applying CP on matter gives us the mirror image of the corresponding anti-matter.         

Both electromagnetic and strong 
interactions are symmetric under C 
and P,  therefore they must also be 
symmetric under the product CP.  

Not necessarily the case for the weak 
force, which violates both C and P  
Symmetries !! 



CP parity  

Simultaneous operation of C and P, the so 
called CP , recovers the symmetry !! 

Pion decay in muon and neutrino 
Only LH neutrino and RH anti-neutrino has 
been observed !! 

The CP symmetry was then assumed to be 
conserved in all kinds of interactions !! 



CP violation  



CP-violation in kaon 



CP is violated:  What next ?  



 
 

Two basic symmetries C and P are violated maximally in weak interactions !! 

A third appealing symmetry is time reversal  T  

Time reversal 



Certainly there is a very strong reason for requiring the combination of all three to  
   be a symmetry of nature !! 

  It has been proven that any Lorentz invariant local field theory must have the 
     combined CPT symmetry. 

1. One of the consequences of 
the CPT symmetry is that particle 
states i.e. mass eigenstates will have 
an equivalent antiparticle mass 
eigenstate with the same mass 
eigenvalue.  
 
2. Also, they will also have opposite  
charges and magnetic moments  

The easiest way of conserving the CPT 
invariance would clearly have been the 
invariance of physics to all three symmetries 
separately. 

CPT  



QED  
The spinor representation of the Dirac equations embodies the electrodynamic 
and kinematic properties of the electron like the charge/current density and the 
components of the spin density. 

All these values can be extracted using 4x4 gamma matrices in various combinations. 

The results are the so called bilinear covariant fields, The Lorentz scalar, 
pseudoscalar, vector and axial vector of the theory. 





Experimental evidence for V-A  



Can V-A interaction violates P ? 





Quark mixing 



Quark mixing : CP violation 



Standard Model Lagrangian 



Mass term 



Mass eigenstates 

Mass term 



CKM & CP violation 

Transition from up 
to down   

Transition for down to up   

Charged current coupling  

Under CP 

The complex nature of CKM is the 
origin of CP violation in the SM !! 



Properties of CKM 

Number of free parameters for the unitary CKM matrix  

Free parameters  



CP violation with three generation 



Parameterizations 



Size of the elements ! 

|Vud|:  

Pion decay constant              radiative corrections        

Most precise value come from comparing the nuclear β- decay rate to μ decay rates !! 



Size ….CKM 
|Vus|:  

Purely leptonic 
decay  

Semileptonic  

|Vcs|:  

Analogous to |Vus | measurement  

Alternative channel 

The measurement of |Vus| could be done from purely leptonic or 
semileptonic decays of Kaon 



Size ….CKM 
|Vcd|:  

 Main channel  Neutrino and anti-neutrino induced charm production of 
the valence d-quark in neutron !! 

Advancement of lattice calculation allows the 
extraction from semileptonic decays 

|Vcb|:  Inclusive and exclusive semileptonic B decays to charm 

In the B rest frame  



CKM …size 

|Vub|:  

 
Difficult due to smaller branching fraction and larger relative background  

Again both Inclusive and exclusive approaches are taken !!  

Present average  2014 average  

Theoretically challenging because of the large  
b-> c inclusive decays  !! 



|Vtb | 
Single top production 

t-channel                     s-channel                                              Wt associated production                 

100% correlation in the 
theoretical cross sections!! 



CKM from loop induced processes 

|Vtd|  and |Vts|:  

 
Experimentally difficult to precisely measure the t->d or t-> s cross 
section in single top production ! 



Hierarchy in CKM elements  

This pattern motivated Wolfenstein to parameterize the CKM elements in powers 
of parameter λ ≈ sin(θ12)  



Quark masses      CC couplings  

We have seen that the origin of quark mixing matrix lies in the Yukawa coupling !!  

These Yukawa couplings are responsible for the generation of quark masses !!   

Both the charged current quark couplings and 

the quark masses show an intriguing hierarchy !  

Does this suggest an underlying 

connection between them ?? 



Unitary Triangle  

Relevant for B decays 

Known as Unitarity Triangle  



Phase conventions 



Jarlskog invariant  

Satisfied if the triangle has a finite area in the complex plan ! 
 Area of all the six unitarity triangles are same ! 

The corresponding quantity is known as Jarlskog invariant denoted by J 

Derived in a simple way from the CKM matrix:  
 Remove one column and one row ! 
Take the product of the diagonal element with the complex conjugate 
    of  the non-diagonal elements ! 
The imaginary part of the product is then equal to J  ! 

There will be nine possible expressions for 
J which all give the same results ! 

In the earlier parameterization  



Neutral meson oscillation  
• The phenomenon of neutral meson mixing plays an important role for the 

extraction of CKM phase !!  

Eigenstates of electromagnetic and strong interactions !  

With the weak interactions responsible for decay !  



Oscillation  

In case CPT is valid    

Contributions to neutral meson oscillation ! 

Under this assumptions we can now find the eigen values 
and eigen vectors of the Hamiltonian !!  
 

This will describe the masses and the decay width  



Mass eigenstates ! 



Time evolution ! 

From the schroedinger equation we will get : 

 
Hence,  

where 

Likewise, 

with 

Decay width 



Δm 



ΔmK 

Using unitarity condition  

Inami-Lim function 



Meson decays 

Decay of meson to a final state f                   we define   

Hence 

Probability that a state P0 at time t=0 will decay to a final state f at time t 



Neutral Meson 

For a given final state we have to find out only λf to fully describe the decay 

(oscillating) meson !! 



 Classification of the CP violating effects !  



CP violation in decay ! 
This type of CP violation occurs when  

This is obvious when  

Example 



Direct CP violation 



CP violation in mixing  
     This implies that the oscillation from meson to anti-meson is 

different from the oscillation from anti-meson to meson 

 

Experimentally this is searched in semileptonic decays of B0 and anti-B0 

Production of B and anti-B 

The B0 meson decays to a positively charged lepton while anti-B0 will decay to a 
negatively charged lepton  

So, an event with two leptons with 
equal charge in the final state means 
that one of the two B- meson 
oscillated ! 

Comparison of oscillation rates  



Mixing induced CP violation 

Measurement of asymmetry  



Angle of the Unitarity Triangle  



β-measurement  

Tree  Penguin 
CP eigenstate  



γ-measurement 

Most poorly measured angle !! 

Different approaches : 

We define:                                                               ,                                                         ,   



γ-measurement example  

For h = K+ and f= K+K- we define                                                                   , 

GLW method 



α-measurement   

The isospin relations are used to measure the angle α  after 
the measurements of CP violating parameters in B -> π+ π- 



βs  (Φs) measurement  

Suppressed by  



CP violation in K 

The kL and kS states are not CP eigenstates since: 
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CP violation in decay: ε’ 

Implies that the decay contributes to the CP violation 

Measure of direct CP violation in kaon decay 

CP violation 



Success of KM ! 



Why NP ? 

• History of matter and antimatter in the 
Universe can not be accounted by SM CP 
violation. 

• Strong CP problem -> CP violation in Strong 
interaction is very small. 

• Dark matter/energy puzzle. 

 



Conclusions  

o Heavy flavour studies are of fundamental 
importance  

o Their lessons can not be obtained any other 
way 

o None of the novel successes of SM weaken 
the case for NP ---TeV scale NP  ! 

o The CP studies “instrumentalized” to analyze   
the NP  

 


